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Student Bearcats roar at Battle of Lexington Paterson
plans to
cut TAP
 The governor continues to
pull money out of
the college education system
BY HINA JEHAN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
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Political leaders address new charter revision

DENIS GOSTEV I THE TICKER

Former Comptroller William C. Thompson as he discussed his concerns with the New York City Charter.
BY NIA BROWN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

On Tuesday, Feb. 9, Citizens
Union and Baruch College hosted
Charting New York City’s Future:
Charter Revision 2010, a panel of
political leaders who discussed
this year’s charter revision and the
issues to be addressed by the New
York City Charter Commission.
The New York City Charter, a
document that defines the city’s
political and procedural framework and establishes the roles and
responsibilities of elected officials
and city departments, is set to be
revised under the mandate of May-
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or Michael Bloomberg.
“It is time to look at the government from top to bottom,” said
former Comptroller William C.
Thompson Jr. at the event. Thompson also emphasized the importance for Bloomberg to create a
commission staffed with independent people.
In addition to Thompson, the
panel also featured Eric Lane, professor of public law and service at
Hofstra University and executive director of the 1989 charter commission; Stephen J. Fiala, a member of
the 2005 charter commission; Ester
Fuchs, professor of international
and public affairs and political sci-

ence at Columbia University and
chair of the 2005 chair commission;
and Cesar Perales, former NYC
deputy mayor.
Professor Douglas Muzzio of
the School of Public Affairs moderated the event that attracted over 80
people to the Newman Conference
Center.
One of the important topics addressed by the panel was the idea
to strengthen the power of borough
presidents who have limited ability
in creating changes in their borough due to restrictions under the
legislature of the mayor and city
council.
“Borough presidents should be
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given a voice,” said Fuchs.
Fiala stated that there are more
important issues than focusing on
the topic of public advocacy. According to Fiala, the commission
should focus mainly on operational
issues. He also stated that the commission should work on preventing city council from passing laws
that do not have a positive impact
on the people, but should confirm
laws while knowing where the
funding will be coming from.
The panel also addressed the
concern that the commission
should look to the New York City
Charter Commission of 1989 as a
model for “achieving success” in
revising the charter .
According to the Citizens Union,
the charter may undergo revision
in three stages: adoption of a law by
city council followed by a public petition with voter signatures. In the
final stage the mayor, who appoints
a commission to place an amendment, finalizes the legislature.
“The changes made in ‘89 were
important to civic life and the well
being of the city,” said Lane.
Bloomberg also has plans to
create a commission of no more
than 15 individuals of diverse backgrounds to address further issues
on term limits, land use, and the
power of borough president and
public advocacy.
According to Muzzio, the charter revision can take anywhere
from two months to a year and a
half since there is no time limit.

As part of Gov. Paterson’s attempt to make $53 million in CUNY
cutbacks, the two-year deficit reduction plan also includes the
proposal to reduce the New York
State Tuition Assistance Program,
a financial support system for students.
According to the New York State
Higher Education Corporation,
cuts from TAP, a grant awarded to
low-to-moderate income students
living in New York, would affect
375,000 college students.
“If the reduction is enacted, it
will be offset by the expected increase in the Pell Grant. The maximum full-time Pell award is expected to increase from $2,675 per
semester to $2,750 per semester in
the 2010/11 academic year,” said
Nancy West, director of Baruch’s
financial aid department. According to West, although the proposal
seems “very harsh” students should
“remain calm.”
Mobin Tariq, a full-time student at Baruch is not happy to hear
about the recent proposal. “I am
in Zicklin now and each book cost
about $200 and above,” said Tariq.
“If TAP is reduced, it is going to be
extremely unfair.”
In a recent New York State press
release, Paterson stated, “The deficit reduction plan I have put forward [today] represents a series
of difficult choices across virtually
every area of State spending.” He
added, “The only way we are going
to overcome this unprecedented
crisis is through shared sacrifice.”
West noted that these are proposed changes that might not be
enacted. “Cutting financial aid is
unpopular and not the best move
for a politician,” she said.
However, West also stated that
if the proposed changes are implemented, Baruch students would
face the same $75 reduction as all
the other city and state colleges.
According to The Legislative Gazette, Deborah Glick, chairwoman
of the Assembly Higher Education
Committee stated that the governor
was being misguided in his decision saying, “He wants to erode the
existing TAP and establish a new
program at the same time.”
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News
Campus Event ‘Caters’ to male views
[ ]
Briefs

COMPILED BY LILLIAN RIZZO
MANAGING EDITOR

TUESDAY 2/16
Baruch Grassroots is holding a discussion on New York State and its
problems at 12:45 p.m. in NVC 10170.

WEDNESDAY 2/17
The workshop the Basic of Principles of Marketing will be held from
6-8 p.m. in VC 2-140.

SATURDAY 2/20
There will be a CPA Exam workshop
held from 8:45 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. in
the VC 3-150.

USG Briefs
COMPILED BY SOPHIA KARATHANASIS
USG CORRESPONDENT

Treasurer Thabata Ribiero announced that the Undergraduate
Student Government will no longer
accept appeals from student clubs
and organizations due to lack of
funding.

Chair of Finance Shabe Ahmed
proposed to sell Baruch benefits
cards on campus that would allow
students to receive discounts from
certain restaurants and venues. The
proceeds from the card sales would
go to charity.

BY COSETTE PICHARDO

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Cater 2 U: A Black Man’s Perspective was held Tuesday, Feb.
9 by a number of student organizations, including Black Student
Union, Hip Hop 201, the Caribbean
Student Association, and the National Association of Black Accountants.
The panelists discussed ideas of
beauty, race relations, and social
influences on the perception of
beauty, through the male perspective.
The line-up of speakers for the
panel featured many Baruch students, including juniors Stephan Joseph, Ensi Rowe, Reginald
Cayemitte, and Ronald Derrick.
Baruch alumnus, comedian and
author Rajen Persaud joined them,
known for his controversially titled,
Why Black Men Love White Women. Arthur Lewin, professor of the
Black & Hispanic Studies Department was also present as a panelist.
On the discussion of appearance and inner beauty, the panel
gave their own opinions about genuine presence and how it reflects
the female individual.
“If anyone turns off the lights,
we’re all black,” said Derrick.
“Beauty is only skin deep; It is
the personality that makes me want
to stay around,” said Rowe.
Derrick spoke about his opposition to plastic surgery, and its negative outlook on women. “If you’re
not happy with what you have,
find someone who loves what you
have.”
Although success is not limited
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Rajen Persaud and fellow male Baruch students present their opinions about the male perspective.
to whether a woman has a good
job, Rowe stated that what determines a strong black woman is her
ambition and her will to overcome
obstacles, regardless of socioeconomic background.
“Being loud and abrasive makes
a woman seem vulgar; Integrity
and the ability to discourse is the
mark of an intelligent woman,” said
Persaud.
In regards to household duties,
the panel agreed that [they] do not
mind sharing household chores,
though some of them noted that
they wouldn’t be able to take on the
role of housekeeper in the event
that they were in a relationship.

“It is not right if a woman refuses
to cook because she feels dominated by a man,” said Joseph. “I would
like to drive home and smell dinner
from the driveway.”
During the conversation of divorce rates and its frequency in the
United States, Persaud stated that
it is not “knowing your role” that is
a point of friction in relationships,
but “slowing your roll.”
“Men’s games are not tight
enough to compete with women.”
He also stated that couples should
focus on complementing each other, instead of competing.
Men have to treat women like
queens – even though they may not

act like one – and one day they will
wear one,” said Persaud.
Cayemitte noted that talking
about the problems in the relationship would foster a positive beginning to understand one another.
“Honest conversation with your
partner as you would have with
your girlfriends, “would make relationships better,” said Derrick.
Lewin summarized the conversation by discussing the connections students make now will
be important social, cultural and
business connections. “You have
a choice to make a change in your
society through the things you do
today.”

Obama admin makes Pell increase

Ayesha Mannan, Vice President of
Academic Affairs, announced that
her committee will plan a “stressfree week” event during midterms
and finals. Energy drinks will be
handed out to students.

There are currently two vacancies
for evening senators for USG. To
be considered for a position at least
half of the classes beginning after
5 p.m. Contact Vice President Armaan for more information.
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BY JHANEEL LOCKHART
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

College students across the
country may see an increase in the
amount of financial aid they receive from Pell Grants if President
Obama’s 2011 budget proposal is
passed. But school officials say the
effects on students would be little
to none.
Amidst calls to curtail spending
in other areas, the president proposed that the Federal Pell Grant,
which provides aid to low-income
students, expand to almost $35 billion.
“In the United States of America, no one should go broke because
they decided to go to college,” said
Obama, when he presented the

proposal that included numerous
increases for education spending.
Under the plan, the maximum
award would increase from $5,550
to $5710 in 2011. Obama also wants
to make The Pell Grant award an
entitlement, meaning that it would
receive “an automatic budget allocation each year to meet the number of students who qualify,” according to The Chronicle of Higher
Education.
Under this plan, the maximum
award would increase by the rate of
inflation plus 1 percent every year,
after 2011.
The proposal has been wellreceived by many, including CUNY
Chancellor Matthew Goldstein,
who urged Congress to adopt the
plan in a press release.

“This proposal will enhance
students’ access to a college education, with dramatic impact on New
York’s communities and economy,”
said Goldstein. “Many thousands of
bright, promising students would
benefit from enhanced access to
affordable higher education.”
The press release stated that if
the plan were passed, it would raise
the total federal support for eligible
students at CUNY to $406 million.
But Baruch administration said
that the increases would not make
a big difference in the amount most
students at the college have to pay.
“Given Baruch’s low tuition cost,
I am not sure if there will be big effect on our students,” said Dr. Ben
Corpus, vice president of student
affairs in an email. “However any

additional aid is always a positive
thing to assist students in achieving
their academic and professional
goals.”
The increase in Pell Grants could
also be accompanied by Gov. David
Paterson’s proposed reductions in
the TAP program, further negating
the impact on students, according to Director of Financial Aid at
Baruch, Nancy West, who said the
awards for each student would go
up by only about $75 next year.
“For next year, it’s a very small
increase,” said Nancy West. “Worst
case if they decrease the TAP, it’ll
be a complete wash, but I don’t
think it’s a huge deal one way or
another.”
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Student Life plans to Journalism under investigation
reorganize club area
BY MEGAN LAW

SENIOR STAFF WRITER

 Pending plans are
underway to reallocate club area
BY SOPHIA KARATHANASIS
STAFF WRITER

Due to impending space issues,
student organizations should ready
themselves for residential changes.
The Office of Student Life is
planning a reassignment of the clubroom space in the student organizations area.
Since the opening of the Vertical Campus in 2001, Student Life
has not reassessed the allocation
of clubrooms and plans have been
discussed since late last spring.
Currently, the college designates
17 rooms for student organizations
with an estimate of two to three
clubs occupying a single room.
According Carl Aylman, director
of Student Life, changes are being
implemented as a means of providing other active organizations
with the chance of securing a club
space.
“This may mean people who
have space may lose space,” said
Aylman. “But we are trying to be
more fair and equitable to other
deserving student clubs.”
Decisions on the reassessment
process will be advised by Student
Life staff life along with student
club representatives. Details are
tentative and will be established by
the end of February through a lottery system.
Aylman also stated that the reallocation would enable the college
to deal with its scarcity of space,

since it is presently short 16,000
sq. ft of space needed for academic
purposes.
“Overall, we are questioning
whether we are getting the most usage of our space, which we haven’t
really done since the building of
the campus,” said Aylman. “Now
seems like the perfect time as we
are approaching our 10 year anniversary.”
According to Aylman, the original room assignment was “hasty
and rushed,” meant to occupy as
many clubs as possible. With the
new arrangements, clubs must
meet certain criteria to be eligible
for a room.
Although criteria has not been
finalized, clubs and organizations
will be considered according to the
period of time needed, level of activity and program agenda.
The college administration also
considered obtaining rights to the
top two floors of the 23 St. post office, which are currently unoccupied.
“The post office is a government
institution so getting access is not
something you snap your fingers
at,” said Aylman. “But, we are working on it and it is one of the more
desirable plans we have.”
Student Life is also considering
re-evaluating space distribution
every two years with the intention
of maximizing fairness within the
allocation process.
Alyman also stated that once
organizations have been selected
for a room, the actual re-allocation
would be postponed for the summer months.

The question of ethics has been
called into question on the journalist platform after recent events involving the mishap of an investigative reporter.
Last month, federal officials arrested James O’Keefe after he posed
as a telephone repairman in order
to enter the office of Senator Mary
Landrieu in New Orleans.
According to The New York
Times, O’Keefe and three other
men were charged with entering
federal property under “false pretenses” with the intent of committing a felony.
In an interview with Fox News,
O’ Keefe stated, “We wanted to
get to the bottom of the claim that
[Landrieu] was not answering her
phones.”
“We wanted to find out why her
constituents couldn’t get through
to her.”
In addition to his career as a
journalist, O’Keefe is a conservative activist journalist who became
prominent after he exposed corruption within the Association of
Community Organizations for Reform Now, or ACORN, by secretly
filming members who provided
advice relating to prostitution and
money laundering.
O’Keefe’s actions, also known
as the “Louisiana Watergate,” is under the microscope for investigative
journalism.
“Investigative reporting projects
are complex,” said Geanne Rosenberg, the chair and associate professor of the department of journalism
and the writing professions. “Good
investigative reporters are intelligent, curious, logical, resourceful,
detail-oriented and diligent.”
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According to Rosenberg, investigative stories require extensive research and reporting, using online
resources, obtaining relevant documents and locating human sources.
These assignments also require: effective interviewing and follow-up
strategies, organization of large information, as well as making decisions concerning project direction
and presentation.
She also stated that effective
journalists are almost obsessed
with accuracy and willing to dig
deep to find the real, important
facts in order to provide news information of significance.
“[They] do not simply stumble
upon a source and report what that
source has to say, publish a press
release or information released in a
press conference without diligently
verifying or debunking the pur-

ported facts that have been given to
them,” said Rosenberg.
According to PoynterOnline,
there is certain criteria that justify
the use of “deception, misrepresentation or hidden cameras” in
newsgathering. The reporter should
have information of “profound importance,” vital interest or exposure
of any harmful information for the
public to be informed of. However,
deception cannot be justified when
it is used for “beating the competition” or because “others already
did it.”
Rosenberg is a contributor to
PoynterOnline’s News University
resource. She also noted that it is
important for investigative reporters to have “sound judgment” and
“the knowledge to avoid and/or
properly address legal and ethical
issues and concerns.”
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Opinion
POLITICAL CARTOON

EDITORIAL

Political awareness
Last week The Ticker attempted to create a video highlighting Baruch student’s opinions on President Obama’s State of
the Union address. After asking around 35 random students
what they thought, our opinion editor returned with an empty
tape and without any hope of making a video. The crowd
streaming out of the political science class he questioned
was just as fruitless.
The majority of the students we approached stated that
they did not know anything about the address, or that they
didn’t know enough to comment. Only two students were
willing to share their thoughts.
Growing apathy in college students across the country, and
especially here at Baruch, seems to be the norm.
2008 saw an inspiring spike in our generation’s political
involvement. It was the closest our generation has recently
come to being a demographic that politicians can’t afford to
ignore. It is our responsibility as the nation’s next generation
of intellectual youth to shape contemporary political discourse.
The State of the Union address went into depth on Obama’s
intentions for Wall Street regulations, the job market, and
college tuition assistance. If the Ticker’s small sample of
uninformed students is at all representative of our greater
population, we’re in trouble. A speech on the job market,
college tuition and the future of financial regulation is one
as good as tailored for Baruch, which stands among the best
finance and accounting schools in the nation. Weissman
students are spared no shame either, as these points impact
their lives just as much.
How successful will Baruch’s aspiring tycoons be if they
aren’t interested in the limits Obama wants to impose on
their industry?
What sort of job prospects do graduating students expect if
they don’t even know what the president intends to do about
an unemployment rate that has hovered around 10 percent
for the past few months?
There are plenty of things more fun than sitting at home and
watching the State of the Union address, but only so many that
will tell students as much about their nation’s direction.

A presidential hopeful
Baruch, as has been established in the glossy pages of our
brochures and in the laudatory speeches of our public relations staff, is a great college.
There are many things about this campus that we can take
pride in. We offer a world-class education at an affordable
price in one of the most diverse and dynamic settings imaginable.
But, as any student will tell you, all is not right in the world
of Baruch. Our building’s escalators, despite years of false
promises, have not moved one inch since many of us first
stepped foot in this college. On the rare occasion that our
elevators do work, they make the sardine can-esque 6 train
look positively roomy.
As a business student, I am not allowed to double major,
unlike our neighbors at NYU. As a club president, I am frustrated by the virtual impossibility of booking a room for the
date I need. As a patron of the gym, I am fed up with the endless waits for broken lockers so I can exercise on rusty equipment.
Our tuition and fees are climbing towards the stratosphere
with every passing semester, and we have nothing to show for
it except a larger burden of student loan debt.
Classes are becoming more and more packed, and textbooks cost more than their weight in gold.
While I applaud their successes, our Undergraduate Student Government has largely failed our student body. We
hear promises, but we don’t see results.
Club budgets are allocated by favor, not merit. In a year of
all-around belt tightening, a certain well-connected few saw
increases, while everyone else pinched pennies.
These trying economic times seem to have not affected
USG, as we have seen them take our money and spend it lavishly on themselves and their friends.
Just recently, USG earmarked $20,000 to buy themselves
new furniture.
This is a Baruch problem. This is why I am running for
president of the Undergraduate Student Government. Today,
every dime is important. While the club room is important, so
is the classroom, the exercise room and the lunch room. It’s
high time to actually get something done.
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Democrats can’t ignore the tea-party
At the time of President Barack
Obama’s historic election, Democrats
were joyfully celebrating what they
hoped to be the demise of the Republican Party and the defeat of conservatism. People quickly dismissed Sarah
Palin and her supporters, basking in
Obama’s victory and the change his administration would bring.
But with the unpopular bailout of
the banks, continued unemployment
and the proposed health care overhaul,
many Americans seem unhappy with
the current administration. Some of
Sarah Palin’s supporters have created
a movement that has attracted many
discontent Americans and has snowballed into something much more than
a bunch of angry people.
These tea party groups have spread
all over the country, denouncing
Obama’s so-called “socialist” policies
and calling for the election of fiscal and
social conservatives. They are worried
about government spending and ballooning deficits, which all happen to
be legitimate concerns. However, these
same people were silent during George
W. Bush’s spending spree with the wars
in Iraq and Afghanistan.
This tea party movement is fueled
by the concerns mentioned above and

by Fox News pundits. Fox News constantly repeats falsities about Obama’s
administration, and in turn enjoys phenomenally high ratings. Glenn Beck, a
popular Fox News pundit, helped influence this movement with his controversial 9/12 Project. Fox News has further
tried to discredit the president by stating that he wasn’t born in this country
and has no birth certificate, which disqualifies him from being president. An
alarming number of people still believe
this is true — even after his official birth
certificate was released — showing how
influential the media can be.
It is easy to make fun of these people,
with their misspelled protest signs and
unfounded claims that the president is
a communist. There have been people
on the left who claim that there are too
few people involved in the movement
for it to be a big threat and others who
question its motives. Palin was reportedly paid $100,000 at the latest tea party
convention, which has led people to believe that it is just a profitable scheme.
An important thing to remember is
that the problems the tea party movement is highlighting need to be addressed. The biggest mistake Democrats can make is underestimating
these individuals and dismissing them

as an extreme fringe movement. According to various polls, only about 35
percent of Americans think the country
is on the right track. This unhappiness
has caused independent voters to lean
Republican. The latest elections in Massachusetts, New Jersey, and Virginia,
which were all won by Republican politicians in states that supported Obama
in 2008, are troubling for Democrats.
These individuals have the power
to influence future elections, so if their
concerns are not alleviated, Democrats
may suffer more losses in the upcoming
2010 midterm elections. According to a
poll done by Real Clear Politics, Republicans have a chance of beating Democrats by 45 percent to 42 percent in a
congressional election. The president,
who was reportedly taken aback by the
unexpected loss of Ted Kennedy’s senate seat in Massachusetts, has met publicly with Republicans and Democrats
in Congress to discuss their concerns.
Only time will tell what happens with
the Tea Party movement and if it will
have a lasting effect on American politics.
-Sheila Mogar ‘11
Finance Major

The opinions expressed in this section are those of their respective independent contributors.

FEEL LIKE COMPLAINNING?

SEND US YOUR LETTERS AT
OPINION@THETICKER.ORG

-Ben Guttmann ‘11
Marketing Major
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Is it right for minors to be convicted as adults?
 Two writers face off on the popular issue of juveniles being tried and sentenced as adults in the United States.
In 1993, Thaddeus Jimenez, 13,
was convicted of killing 19-yearold Eric Moro in Chicago. That
same year, the teenager received
a 50-year sentence for the crime.
Jimenez was wrongfully accused of the crime. The Criminal
Divison of the Cook County Circuit
Court granted him a certificate of
innocence 16 years later, qualifying him for compensation from the
state for the miscarriage of justice.
Juan Carlos Torres confessed on
tape to the murder and was placed
in jail 17 days after Jiminez was
released.
Jimenez, now 30 years old, will
likely never forget the fact that he
has spent some of the best years of
his life behind cold steel bars. Had
he served his sentence, Jimenez
would have left prison 63 years
old.
Why would our legal system
allow such harsh punishment on
misguided and possibly disturbed
minors?
“Researchers who study the effects of race in the juvenile justice
system believe that ... skin color
all too often is the determining
factor in sentencing, particularly when it comes to making the
fateful determination of whether
a case is heard in juvenile or criminal court,” according to an article
on Amensty International USA’s
website.
Not only are children facing
murder charges as certifiable
adults, they are also the victims of
absurd prejudices set upon them
by a corrupt legal system with the
power to condemn them to a life
behind bars. It makes me sick that
people would view color as a deciding factor.
Amnesty International says that
“children can and do commit terrible crimes. However, when they

do, they should be held accountable in a manner that reflects both
their culpability and their special
capacity for rehabilitation.” Their
capability for rehabilitation should
be the deciding factor. This seems
more fair than condemning them
because of race or religion.
Some people see these heinous
crimes and make assumptions
about what caused them.
Some violent children are violent because of problems at home
like neglect, bullying or some other kind of endangerment. Do these
children fully understand the concept of death or how irreversible
their actions are?
“Preadolescents, those under
11, typically do not understand the
concept of death and have tremendous difficulty in accepting that
their actions lead to an irreversible result. Adolescents are more
likely to kill because the normal
turbulence of adolescence runs up
against constraints they perceive
have been placed upon them in a
setting of limited alternatives,” according to Psychology Today.
I can’t tell you how many children I see who have problems at
home and ache for a way out but
have none. Perhaps what they view
as a justifiable solution is, to us,
an absolute moral wrongdoing.
Some children are trapped in environments which threaten their
survival and sanity. There isn’t
always a way out.
According to Psychology Today, “Unlike adults, kids cannot
simply leave. The law has made it
a crime for young people to run
away. Juveniles who commit parricide usually do consider running
away, but many do not know any
place where they can seek refuge.
Those who do run are generally
picked up and returned home, or

go back on their own.”
When I was just a boy, my
parents were good friends with
another family that had two sons.
Long after my family and I moved
to New York, we received a call that
shocked us more than we had ever
been before. The two sons slit their
parents’ throats in their sleep. At
the time, they were 14 and 16 and
had recently become skinheads.
Those two children are now in
prison for life, paying for the brutal
act they committed against their
loving parents.
“Why on earth would a child
murder their parents?” I wondered. In this case, I believe they
deserve life in prison. They butchered their adoring parents. But I
can only say so because I knew
the family and knew these kids’
domestic situation.
How can a court hand out a
just sentence without knowing the
minor’s living conditions, mental
health, environment in which they
were raised and the reasons for
committing such horrible crimes?
I believe condemning children to
life in prison with inadequate information is absurd.
Some children can be victims
of prejudice, misunderstanding
or their environment. I don’t believe that every child who commits a crime is bad at heart. We
don’t know the circumstances
surrounding their actions.
Our judicial system throws big
numbers at children who aren’t
scientifically capable of proper
decision-making until they’re 22
years old. Trying children as adults
is a mistake in most cases and only
breeds future repeat offenders.
-Timothy Caruso
International Marketing

Youth are always the greatest
sources of hope for older generations. Dedicated parents put
their entire lives into providing
the best for their children so that
the future may be worth looking
forward to.
It is not just the parents’ responsibility. Up to a certain age,
one can’t be expected to understand one’s responsibility for
one’s actions. It is the parents’
or guardians’ job to ensure the
youth’s proper development. But
once the human mind reaches a
higher level of understanding and
mental capacity, youth should be
held accountable for their actions,
especially if they involve murder,
torture or severe misconduct.
The question of whether minors should be tried as adults has
been a hot topic for the last 20
years. Some believe that teens are
unable to comprehend the magnitude of their crimes and the
proceedings in court. A study conducted by MacArthur Foundation
Research Network on Adolescent
Development and Juvenile Justice
supports this idea. ‘’In all likelihood, a large number of juveniles
who are being tried as adults are
not competent to stand trial,’’ said
Laurence Steinberg, director of
the division which conducted the
study.
Apparently, they are not competent enough to face charges for
their actions, but they are competent enough to commit crimes like
first-degree murder. This doesn’t
seem to make any sense, considering that most of the teenagers
who are being charged are mentally stable. A similar notion is
mentioned by Kent Schiedegger,
legal director of the conservative Criminal Justice Legal Foundation, who states, “The notion

that teenagers are not capable of
understanding what is going on
I find not credible in the case of
mentally normal teenagers.”
When we see a daughter setting her sleeping mother on fire,
or a 15-year-old slaying another
child and being sent to a youth
court where the maximum sentence is five years, do we honestly
believe justice was served? The
15-year-old boy, who brutally
murdered a 13-year-old girl, was
not sent to adult court because he
was deemed by the judge as immature and too young to understand what he was doing. How is
slashing and cutting a living human being with a knife not understanding what one is doing? In
lighting one’s own mother on fire,
how does one not understanding what they are doing? Where is
justice when such people are let
out after serving just five years?
At the very worst, they will serve
time until they are 21.
One can argue about psychological trauma in childhood or
mental instability. This is not the
case in every murder trial involving youth.
When a punishment is not severe, it is because the crime was
not considered severe enough. If
teens are developing individuals
who do not understand their own
actions, lenient sentences will
teach them that their crimes were
not very severe.
Teens are not so stupid that
they don’t realize that they just
took someone’s life. If one dares
to commit such a crime, especially the murder of parents and relatives, one should be ready to face
the full possible consequences for
their actions.
-Alex Mikoulianitch ‘14
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Business
Stock market gyrations fool investors
BY EUGENE GOYFMAN
STAFF WRITER

For those witnessing the recent roller
coaster ride of the Dow Jones Industrial Average, an index used to reflect the U.S. stock
market’s value as measured by the 30 largest
American “blue chip” stocks, understanding the reasons behind such fluctuations has
proven to be a conundrum.
“The main purpose of the stock market is
to make fools of as many men as possible,”
Bernard Baruch, the school’s namesake once
said.
The U.S. stock market’s rabid behavior, as
measured by the Dow since late 2007, may
lend some credence to this idea. However,
in the last few months the stock market has
steadily increased, making market participants wonder whether the recovery in the
markets is a broad sign of economic recovery.
The Dow hit an all time high on Oct. 9,
2007 of 14,164, and a low of 6,547 on March
9, 2009, and presently stands at just above
10,000. From high to low, the market declined 53 percent, while from the low to high
the market made a 53 percent gain. These
wild gyrations may make investors feel that
the stock market is a random assortment of
numbers and figures.
According to Michael Carew, a finance
professor in the Zicklin School of Business,
author of two books on finance and economics and a consultant for the New York Federal
Reserve Bank, this is not a random phenomenon because “[The] equity market values
the news on current or prospective earnings
of firms and this has consequences to the
pricing of their shares.”
Consequently, when Bear Stearns, Fortune Magazine’s fifth largest securities firm
by revenue in 2007, failed and was bought
by JP Morgan over the weekend of March
17, 2008, the market reacted to the news.
The Dow closed at 12,393 on March 18, an
increase of 3.5 percent just one day after the
sale was completed.
A common inquiry around Bear Stearns’
acquisition by JP Morgan was whether this
was the reason for the Dow’s increase in
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value.
“The market does not like uncertainty, or
doubt [because it] generates fear. But over the
weekend of March 17, the doubt over Bear
Stearns was resolved so everyone breathed a
sigh of relief and they were less uncertain and
were a little bit more optimistic,” said Carew.
This was not the case when Lehman
Brothers, Fortune Magazine’s fourth largest
securities firm by revenue in 2007, collapsed.
On Sept. 15, 2008, Lehman announced that
it would file for bankruptcy, and the market
declined by 500 points (4.4 percent), on a
single day.
“Market commentators and the market
were under the assumption that some firms
were ‘too big to fail’ and that was the expectation of the market participants,” said Carew.
“When Lehman failed, it raised the question
or doubt as to whether any firm would be
saved or could be saved.”
The doubt about the future of major financial institutions was again a major factor
when on Sept. 29, 2008, the House of Representatives rejected a proposed $700 billion
Troubled Asset Relief Program or “TARP”
bill. The bill sought to prevent the failure of
key financial firms, and when it was defeated

in the House, the Dow fell 778 points or 6.9
percent to 10,365, making it the largest one
day point loss in history, according to CNN.
“The period directly after Lehman provided a period of disenchantment and disinclination on the part of the congress to provide
any assistance to financial institutions … so
these doubts, feeding on one another, created further uncertainty and market participants looked to avoid risk … and the market
headed south,” said Carew.
However, since the March 9, 2009 low of
6,547, the stock market has risen significantly. This is not another wild rise upwards, and
Carew explained, “Productivity [recently]
improved about 8 percent on an annualized
basis, and as far as productivity goes to the
firms’ bottom line … firms’ profitability may
be rising sharply.”
As companies become more profitable,
their propensity to generate earnings increases and the stock prices will reflect this
by rising accordingly. In addition, the stock
market may be increasing due to the dynamics of a regular business cycle, a process by
which companies grow and fail in regular
intervals.
“The business cycles that [the U.S] goes

through tend to last something like 6 – 8 years.
So if we just came from a trough, and the
peak to trough was Dec. 07 to July 09, about
18 months, the investment analyst could say
that this recovery has 5 – 6 years more to run,”
said Carew. “So those firms strong now are
benefiting from the productivity gains that
come from [leaving the] recession.”
Even though the economy may be recovering, the Dow has declined over 700 points
or 6.5 percent, from its high of 10,767 on Jan.
19.
Carew points out, “Measures of personal
consumption expenditures, which are the
driving force of the U.S. economy, don’t look
very strong right now and enterprises are not
hiring … That’s an indication that this recovery may not be robust.”
A tepid recovery does not bode well for
companies, and the market has recently reflected on this news. The well being of the
companies also are of direct interest to students who strive to find internships and fulltime jobs in companies. Better economic
times result in more opportunities and job
offers for students. A weak recovery may
mean companies will raise the bar of the applicants they are willing to accept.

Students file taxes for the community

SPECIAL TO THE TICKER

Volunteer Income Tax Assistance members at Baruch College are volunteering to file taxes during the entire 2010 tax season.
BY BRENDAN CORRIGAN
ASSISTANT BUSINESS EDITOR

Baruch students and individuals around
the Baruch community can benefit from other students’ skills when filing their taxes. The
Volunteer Income Tax Assistance Program
at Baruch, or Baruch VITA, offers the service
free of cost to those interested.
“VITA stands for Volunteer Income Tax
Assistance, and what we do is help low-income families file their income tax returns,”
said Diana Liang, a program coordinator and
the president for the program at Baruch.
The VITA program established itself at Baruch in 1991 and has been here ever since.

“We’ve evolved,” said Liang. “It started out
with two or three people and now we have
nearly 400.”
“Student interest in volunteering with our
program has tripled from just a few years
ago. Additionally, the number of clients we
service has grown over six fold to more than
6,100 over the last five years,” said Liang.
The joining process starts at the beginning
of each fall and requires commitment on the
behalf of the volunteer.
Liang described the process: “The first
round of examinations, called the pre-test, is
taken online. After you pass that, you go into
training and begin three weekends of train-

ing in January. Then there is a fourth weekend when you take the last exam. After taking
it, if you pass, you begin volunteering with
[VITA] in February.”
While Baruch VITA is considered a school
organization, it is really a branch of the IRS
program founded in 1969, reaching out to
families all over the country. According to
Liang, one of her responsibilities is keeping
in contact with the IRS and New York State
Department of Taxation.
VITA began offering assistance this year
on Feb. 4, and will continue the program until tax day on April 15.
“So far, the tax season has gone pretty

well,” said Liang. “We’re going to start advertising more and marketing more.” This is all
in hopes to improve their client base.
A couple tips she mentioned for students
opting to do their own tax returns this year
are: “[To] get their W-2, 1098-T if they have
paid tuition so they can get credit for it on
their tax returns, and they should know
whether they were claimed as a dependent
on their parents’ tax return.”
Looking to the future, Liang said, “One of
the things VITA started this year at a different
location was e-filing, which we hope to implement at Baruch in the coming years. That
way, everything is done electronically.”
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Students benefit from Financial Econometrics
BY AFUA FELLI AND LUIS SUED
CONTRIBUTING WRITER AND BUSINESS EDITOR

The Bert Wasserman department of economics and finance in
the Zicklin School of Business is
enabling students to develop newly
demanded skills in the banking industry through intense courses offered in a range of topics in finance.
“Financial Econometrics,” “Microfinance” and “Risk Management”
are some of the new courses being
taught by the department.
Professor Kishore Tandon,
chairman of the department, pointed out its latest offerings to students
and the “Financial Econometrics”
course.
Tandon explained that the demand for more quantitative courses at Baruch has increased, as well
as the willingness of students to endure such a heavy workload.
“I find that the quality of our students is getting better. Some of our
students are better able to handle

quantitative methodologies,” said
Tandon, who has taught at Baruch
since 1981.
Tandon further elaborated on
the reason for introducing the “Financial Econometrics” course at
Baruch.
“Finance is becoming so much
more data-intense and I think if
students are able to handle data
better, the market becomes much
better,” he said. “This course might
provide them with the training they
might need in today’s financial environment. Students have shown a
lot of enthusiasm. We started with a
class of 50 students this semester.”
According to the economics and
finance department, the course focuses on the analysis and forecasting of macroeconomic variables
and financial returns.
Professor Sebastiano Manzan,
the course’s instructor and an applied macro econometrics expert,
explained the purpose of introducing this course as an effort to build
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Applied Macro Econometrics expert and Professor Sebastiano Manzan.

on basic econometrics skills and
knowledge acquired in ECO 4000,
the introductory Econometrics
course.
“At the end of ECO 4000, economics and finance students are
introduced to the basics of econometrics: how to build models and
what methods and type of models
are used. However, students only
know the basics but not how it is
applied. You get basics but do not
get to see its applications,” said
Manzan.
Furthermore,
Manzan
explained that “Financial Econometrics (ECO 4150) gives students who
enjoyed introductory econometrics
the opportunity to build on these
basics. It is a complement to ECO
4000, where you introduce some
more advanced tools and see more
[deeply] into how to apply them […]
to Finance and Economics.”
Manzan elaborated on the empirical applications of the course
in making economic predictions in
today’s markets.
“For example, there is a trade-off
between unemployment and inflation: high unemployment results in
low inflation. Econometrics can be
useful to test this relationship using indicators like GDP growth etc,
which is useful [in forecasting] actions of the Federal Reserve Bank in
setting interest rates,” said Manzan.
Tandon, whose research focuses
on financial markets, shared some
insights on other innovative courses in finance.
“We are offering a course in risk
management, called ‘Financial Institutions and Risk Management’
and a course in Microfinance. At
the graduate level we started offering a course in venture capital and
private equity. We are planning to

Accounting Society profiled
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Professor Kishore Tandon, Chairman of the Economics and Finance Department.
set a similar course in the undergraduate level,” said Tandon, who
has led projects for the United Nations, World Bank and the International Monetary Fund (IMF).
When asked why the department has not offered essential
courses in finance, especially in
investment banking, such as financial modeling, Tandon said, “I am
trying to put together a new course
in valuation of securities.”
The professor plans to implement the course in the near future
after the successful implementation
of the two new finance courses.
According to Tandon, one of the
difficulties in arranging for such
a course to be taught at Baruch is
finding the right instructor. He added that valuation is being covered
in the “Mergers and Acquisitions”
courses taught at Baruch.
Successful courses such as “Financial Econometrics” can en-

hance a student’s marketability in
the job market.
“Students can use this course
to do the work of financial analysts
such as gathering data, analyzing
it and building models to predict
and forecast earnings, stock movements, et cetera,” said Manzan
when explaining the applicability of the skills learned in the real
world.
Tandon advises that students
take as much excel training as possible, in addition to taking the current new courses being taught at
Baruch and the prospective courses.
“I think what the excel training students can get in the Subotnick Trading Center is a resource
they can use if they want to make
themselves more marketable and
succeed in the job market,” said
Tandon.

Career Corner:

YOUR GUIDE TO STARR SEARCH
BY ANALUCIA CASTILLO
CDC CORRESPONDENT
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Baruch College Accounting Society members during an event on campus.
BY MIKE FERRARI
ASSISTANT BUSINESS EDITOR

Accounting students who are interested in networking and gaining
extracurricular experience should
consider joining the Baruch College Accounting Society.
The Accounting Society was
established at Baruch College in
1968 and its core belief is: “To prepare students who are majoring
in accounting for careers in that
profession,” according to Tamer
Mahmoud, the president of the Accounting Society.
The Accounting Society is slowly
attempting to shift its focus from
solely accounting to other business
fields, such as finance and computer information systems. According
to Mahmoud, the reason for the
shift is, “to cater to students who
are not accounting majors given
that we are open to students of all
majors.”

This coming semester, the Accounting Society is aiming to get
members more involved in club
events. The Executive Board took
action and changed the membership requirements in hopes of getting members more involved.
According to Mahmoud, there
are no requirements to join the Accounting Society. They have revised
their constitution and changed certain requirements to become an active member. Originally, one would
only need to attend six events, and
he or she would be considered a
club member. Members need only
volunteer for the Networking Luncheon, participate in two community service events and participate
in two executive board meetings to
run for a position on the executive
board.
“The executive board for the
subsequent semester is determined
through elections where new and
old members can run for any of the

following positions: vice president
of internal affairs, vice president
of external affairs, vice president
of marketing, marketing coordinator, secretary, assistant secretary,
treasurer, assistant treasurer,” said
Mahmoud.
The Accounting Society has
been involved with other Baruch
College organizations to sponsor
and prepare the best events for its
members and future members.
The past semester included events
such as The Corporate Accounting
Panel, Regional Accounting Fair,
Networking Luncheon, and separate events with the “Big 4” firms.
This semester, Mahmoud and
the Accounting Society are looking
to expand into community service,
events for international students,
non-accounting events for finance
and computer information system
majors and an event which will focus on professional and leadership
development.

The STARR Career Development Center has an online
career management database
where students can find thousands of jobs and internships.
Adding real life experience to
your resume can enhance your
candidacy when you search for
jobs during your senior year of
school. The website has a number of features, enabling students
to obtain a range of resources
within the reach of a click. Those
features include:
Search and Apply for jobs and
internships — Most students believe that the listings in STARR
Search are just for students majoring in business, however the
center has a large number of internships in a variety of different
fields catering to students in all
three schools. Liberal arts and
public affairs students may also
look on STARR Search for postings related to their majors. Besides job postings, there are constant updates for scholarships as
well.
View and RSVP for career
fairs, workshops, and corporate
events — Such workshops as
“Resume Writing & Cover Letters,” “Basic Interviewing Skills”
and “Internship Seminar” would
be posted on the system as well
as informational sessions for
specific employers, enabling
students to develop multiple
‘soft’ skills. Within the next two
months the following companies
will be on campus: Lowe’s Companies, Inc., State of CaliforniaFranchise Tax Board, Macy’s
Inc., Bank of New York Mellon,
JP Morgan Chase, Disney, and

Colgate-Palmolive.
Register for OCR (On-Campus
Recruiting) events and schedule interviews — The center has
relationships with a number of
companies and students can interview for jobs on campus and
also attend brief informational
meetings with some employers.
Find a mentor — This is another feature that can be used
by students who are looking for
a mentor and are not exactly
sure what they can possibly do
with their degree. The mentors
are alumni who have completed either their undergraduate
or master’s degree with Baruch
College.
All undergraduate students,
alumni and graduate students
from the Weissman School of
Arts and Sciences have access
to STARR Search, which can be
logged into at baruch-csm.symplicity.com/students. Accounts
are automatically created at the
beginning of each semester and
the information is e-mailed to
each student’s Baruch e-mail address.
The Starr Career Development
Center will also be conducting a
workshop on how to navigate
STARR Search, on Tuesday, Feb.
16 at 12:00 p.m. in VC 6-160. This
workshop will detail how to use
STARR Search to look for:
•Part-time/full-time employment
•Internships
•Events
•Job fairs
•Online mentors
•Upload numerous documents
(resumes, transcripts, cover letters and more)
•Use the Document Library
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Baruch to conduct its first waste audit
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start a new recycling program,” she said.
“Once we have a baseline
assessment of how
much
recycling
is going into the
trash and
h o w
m u c h
w e ’ r e
really recycling,

CIA

Although spring will not arrive for about
another month, Baruch College is already
preparing to embrace the warm weather
by creating a more “green” campus. From
the morning of March 9 until the morning
of March 10, garbage will be collected for
the school’s first waste audit, which will
be conducted by students, faculty and administration.
“We’ve got a responsibility for other animals and humans living on the planet that
are depending on us to do the right things,”
said Professor Mindy Engle-Friedman,
chair of the Baruch College Sustainability
Task Force. “And also, it’s imperative that
we recycle because we want to reduce our
carbon footprint and we want to reduce the
size of our landfills. We have tremendous
landfills around our country accepting
our garbage and it would be a much better
strategy for us to reduce the use of land for
the purpose of garbage collection.”
As explained by the task force’s presidential graduate intern, Varun Nagpal, in
an e-mail interview, as well as by EngleFiedman, garbage collected from within
the scheduled period will go to a loading
dock on March 10.
Volunteer teams will be composed of
nine students, one faculty member, one
staff member and one administrator. Each
team will have a one-hour shift and, while
wearing safety suits with gloves, they will
go through the bags of trash to pick out the
recyclables for the weigh-in. Weighing in
the recyclables will give a rough estimate
of how much recycling is being done daily
at Baruch.

“We shouldn’t have any recyclables
in our garbage … but right
now we’re trying to get
a baseline value on
how much of our
recyclable waste
is going into the
general waste
stream and
not being
recycled,”
she said.

SPE

BY BRITT YU
COPY EDITOR

EngleFriedman
compared
the waste audit
to a doctor doing a checkup on a patient’s
health or an accounting audit showing
how well a company is doing. “If you look
around, our recycling program isn’t very
effective. If you look [at Baruch], it’s not really clear how we recycle and we want to

t h e n
we can
do our new
recycling program
to see if it has an effect.
So what we’ll do is another waste audit
once the recycling program takes off, then
we’ll do another to see if we’ve been effective.”

YRG Sustainability Consultants, a New
York-based organization, will help with the
audit and provide advisors. Not only will
student volunteers do their part to help
the environment but, according to EngleFriedman, there is a practical benefit for
them too.
Student volunteers will learn how to
create a waste audit, how to determine the
importance of one, how to develop the database and how to use the audit’s information for companies.
Furthermore, students who are required
to do community service in courses, such
as environmental science, could consider
the event as one choice for them.
“They’ll have that skill. So it’s an opportunity for students to learn how to do this
and be able to take a skill to other companies, organizations, institutions that are
concerned about sustainability,” she said,
noting that it is a “nice” thing to add to a
resume.
So far, 50 people have signed up and
anyone from the Baruch community is
welcome.
Engle-Friedman heavily emphasized
that the waste audit and the future recycling program is made possible through
the efforts of not just students and professors but also thanks to custodial staff and
people from the Departments of Buildings
and Grounds, Campus Facilities and Campus Operations.
“We want the whole community to
be involved because the trash is not only
being thrown out by students. [We] want
everybody to be aware of what’s in the
trash,” said Engle-Friedman. She and the
other organizers are hoping for roughly 80
volunteers.

Feit seminars turn a focus on Cuba
BY LISA FRASER AND YAPHET MURPHY
From colonial days to Castro,
Santeria to rumba, Cuba has left an
impression on just about everyone.
Although classes within the black
and Hispanic studies department
allow an introduction to the island
and its culture, there is often never
a chance to go deeper into Cuba’s
complexities. The two Feit Seminars that are running this spring
have officially burst through the red
light, delving deeper into the nation
that manages to intrigue some and
anger others.
The two are each taught by
leaders of their departments, one
incorporating a guest professor with
insight and expertise on the topic
covered. Professor Wayne Finke,
deputy chair of the department of
modern languages, and Professor
Al Guerriero, also a historian, are
teaching “From Castro to Cohibas
(Cuban cigars).” Ted Henken, chair
of the black and Hispanic studies department, and Ned Sublette,
ethnomusicologist and author, are
leading “New World Triad: History,
Culture, and Race in New York,
New Orleans, and Havana.”
Each course zeros in on a particular area of interest about the
island; “From Castro to Cohibas”
explores America’s interests in
Cuba, giving students a view of
both sides of the political arguments. “New World Triad” ventures
into Havana, New Orleans and New
York City, touching on their intertwining connections and colonial
backgrounds and “emphasizing the
contributions of Africans and Creoles” to each locale.
“From the very beginning, I have
been very excited about teaching
this class,” said Guerriero in an
email interview, noting that he has
always been fascinated with Cuba.
After his initial intrigue, Guerriero
later went on to travel to Cuba with
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Finke after completing graduate
studies in 1996 and again in 2006.
Their course utilizes scholarly
works from historians like Hugh
Thomas and the Cuban publication
Granma. “We want the students to
study both perspectives on Cuba
and develop their own theories,”
said Guerriero.
Finke, who has traveled to Cuba
20 times from 1996 to 2007, notes
that including up-to-date studies
will reflect the current situation in
Cuba and allow students to receive
an “in-depth panorama.”
“[Students] will come to have a
better understanding of a country
that is, in all practical senses, a taboo for Americans,” he said in an
email message. “They will come to
comprehend the recent historical
and present-day situation of Cuba
and its people.”
Henken and Sublette’s course,
“New World Triad,” offers a combination of what Henken calls four

different stimuli.
“We are going to read history,
read memoirs, listen to music and
go out and experience things and
so that’s probably the most interesting thing about it,” he said. He
described the course as a combination of a variety of subjects including history, literature, sociology
and musicology. All of these elements make for a “pretty dynamic”
seminar.
Students of “New World Triad”
are lucky to have instant access to
Sublette, author of three of the six
books used in the class. Henken
noted that the class would also include visits from the other three
authors of the books used.
The one thing that specializes
“New World Triad” even more is
the focus on the cultural influences
from the African diaspora through
their music, which Henken says
draws connections between jazz,
salsa and hip-hop. “We’re doing

everything from Lil’ Wayne in New
Orleans to Louis Armstrong in New
Orleans to a guy named Chano
Poso in Cuba, who is one of Cuba’s
great jazz-fusion Latin jazz drummers,” he said.
The in-depth study of Cuba is
one that the professors agree can
help enhance a Baruch student’s
education, yet the qualities that Baruch students bring to courses like
these offer inspiration in return.
“A student shared that one of
the reasons she decided to take the
class was because her Mom [whose
parents emigrated from China],
was born in Havana and her Mom
learned Chinese in Cuba,” said
Guerriero. “What a great story this
is because many do not realize
that Chinese immigrants arrived
to Cuba about the mid-1850s when
the question of abolishing slavery
became more prevalent in Cuba.
Many arrived to Cuba as indentured servants and in place of Afri-

can slaves.” He said that this is the
reason that a Chinatown can also
be found in Havana. Another highlight of Guerriero’s has been talking
about his experiences in Cuba and
“giving students a glimpse of a nation that is very foreign to many,
not just Baruch/ CUNY students.”
“For this reason I feel it is essential to offer classes like these,
so students can expand their
world knowledge and understand
a unique and exotic island that in
many ways remains unknown to
Americans,” he said.
Hedwig Feit, who endowed the
seminars along with her husband
Charles Feit, is delighted by the
courses ability to inspire a sense
of purpose in students. “So many
students have changed their major
after having taken a Feit Seminar
class,” she said.

Fall 2010 seminars
According to Professor Paula
Berggren, Director of the Feit
Seminar Program, the seminars were created for juniors
or seniors with 6 credits in the
Humanities and a GPA of 3.4 or
over.
• The Centrality of Margins: The
African Diaspora in the U.S.,
Latin America and the Caribbean -Professor Tuzyline Allan, English andProfessor Elena
Martinez, Modern Languages.
• Word and Image: Crafting a
Dialogue between Photography and Prose -Professor Leonard Sussman, Fine and Performing Arts and Professor Cheryl C.
Smith, English.
• Watching Water -Professor
David Gruber, Natural Sciences andProfessor Christopher
Hallowell, Journalism.
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Making room for the debate on textbook rebates
BY ALEXANDRA TORRES
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

It’s no surprise that professors are often
authors of books in the area of their expertise. At Baruch, a vast majority of the professors teaching have been published and some
of them assign their academic works to be
read by their students.
But as textbook costs continue to rise, a
2005 study by the Federation of State Public
Interests Research Groups shows that costs
have risen nearly four times the rate of inflation. The idea of professors assigning their
own books to students has many asking what
the possible advantages are — or whether it’s
all for profit.
Professors, aware of the criticism they
are facing, are approaching the situation in
different ways. Offering rebates is one new
trend among professors who assign their
own books.
Professor Ian Ayres at Yale Law School has
given rebates to his students who purchase
his book Studies in Contract Law, which he
co-authored in 2003. The partial repayments
to all his students totaled $150, as explained
in his New York Times op-ed piece “Ask Your
Teachers for a Rebate.”
Whether or not such approaches are an
attempt to lessen the guilt of professors receiving royalties, it can be helpful to the students even though the rebates don’t always
amount to much.
Other professors donate their royalties to
worthy causes to offset the percieved financial conflicts of interest when making their
book a required reading. Instead of dishing
out rebates, they give their earnings to their
departments or use the money to make charitable donations.
Professor John Grim, of the Yale School
of Forestry and Environmental Studies, uses
his book royalties to support Native American groups such as Crow Indian Reservation
families, according to the Yale Daily News.
Many professors claim that the monetary
gain from purchases made by the student
population is minimal. Professor Warren
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As professors increasingly require students to use their books, the advantages and disadvantages toward students and professors are being weighed.
B.Gordon, chair of the department of Mathematics, co-authored the textbook Applied
Calculus for Business, Economics, and Finance in 2007, which sold for $113.25 used,
and admitted to the low profits. “If you divide
that time into the royalty earned, the hourly
pay rate is quite low. In my case, I spent two
complete summers writing and much of the
rest of the year editing,” he said.
He stated that the financial compensation he and his colleagues Walter Wang and
April Materowski received was comparable
to merely a few dollars an hour, considering
all the time and labor put into the project.
Dr. Regina Bernard-Carreno, assistant
professor of the black and Hispanic satudies
department, agrees. “A lot of publishers offer
very low royalties. Sometimes there is [prac-

tically] no gain,” she said.
Bernard-Carreno authored the book
Black and Brown Waves: The Cultural Politics of Young Women of Color and Feminism,
which she assigns to her “Women of Color”
class, and which sells for $29.
She noted that rebates would have to be
discussed with the publisher. “We [authors]
are under a contract; so we are not fully in
charge of decisions.”
Between her and Gordon, no rebates are
currently offered, but Gordon said that students are essentially saving money.
Besides the cost concern, there is also
a looming question of whether the professor considers the quality of their book and if
there is simply favoritism for their own scholarly work. “Some professors might be biased

Baruch’s expert on Iran

DENIS GOSTEV | THE TICKER

BY BRITT YU
COPY EDITOR

Amid ongoing events such as
the Palestinian-Israeli conflict,
America’s involvement in Iraq and
Afghanistan, and the shaky relationship with Iran, hardly a day
goes by without the Middle East
making major news.
Like any other region, how those
nations and their political environments shape the rest of the world
is crucial to understanding current
events. This is what leads media
outlets like The New York Times,
BBC and PBS to go to Baruch College’s Professor Ervanverand Abrahamian for his knowledgable take
on the issues.
“Most of my academic life has
been Middle East studies and writing particularly on Iran,” the Iranian-born professor said. “There are

Iranian experts in America, bu,t because I do modern Iran, sometimes
when the press wants to know
what’s going on, they ask me.”
Even while admitting that he
doesn’t always know everything,
Abrahamian’s academic career is
striking. The professor received his
bachelor’s degree in history at Oxford University in England, before
deciding to move to America to further his education.
It was in graduate school that
he chose to focus on Middle Eastern topics. His specialty on modern
Iran and its politics is a result of a
combination of interests he has.
“I was interested in modern history, [and] since I was interested in
Iran, I did end up doing modern
Iranian history,” he said. “I find that
20th century Iran is fascinating. So
much goes on in that period that
there’s always more to study.”
After obtaining a PhD in political science at Columbia University,
he moved on to Baruch.
“I’m sympathetic for the goals
of city universities, public universities,” he said. “And when I finished
[at Columbia], Baruch was looking
for a historian so I applied and my
whole career’s really been here.”
Indeed, he has been at Baruch
for almost 40 years teaching Middle
Eastern history, general history and
political science.
Although he has also spoken at
prestigious schools like Oxford, Columbia and Princeton on Iranian
history, Abrahamian believes that
Baruch is, “really a hidden jewel of
New York,” and said that is why he
continues to teach at the school.
“Of the many different universities I’ve actually known I would
rank Baruch at pretty high up,” he
said. “Often students don’t realize that we have probably as good

a faculty as anywhere else, even in
Ivy League colleges.”
But he also has plenty of praise
for Baruch’s student body.
“It’s always very diverse people
coming from very different backgrounds. It’s very international.
Most of the students are pretty
bright,” he said. “So I always get
a core of good students in class,
[which] makes it worthwhile teaching.”
The eagerness of students to
learn is something Abrahamian
notices and enjoys.
And while he knows that many
students come into his classes with
set opinions about Middle Eastern
issues, he strives for them to have a
more open mind.
“Opinions are often pretty easy
to obtain. But trying to actually get
analysis is much harder…I try to go
beyond opinions; to actually get
into hard analysis of why the issues
are so complicated,” he said. He
cited the surge as an example.
“It’s not just easy to withdraw
or place more troops, but ‘what’s
the history of Afghanistan that led
them to this position?’” Questions
like these enable Abrahamian’s
students to develop a deeper understanding of the issues.
Abrahamian has written five
books — all on Iran — and contributed to numerous others. His most
recent book, A History of Modern
Iran, was published in 2008.
The professor is currently working on his sixth book, set to be published next year; it has been a tenyear, “off and on” work-in-progress.
The book will focus on the situation
in Iran from 1951 to 1953, including the ’53 coup, which he called a
landmark event between U.S.-Iranian relations.

and there might be a better book choice for
the students,” said Gordon.
Yet other professors prefer their book not
for a self-serving purpose, but because it fits
well with the material being studied.
In this case, writing a book may be an advantage.
In 2004, the American Association of University Professors wrote in a statement release
on their website that “professors should assign readings that best meet the instructional
goals of their courses, and they may well conclude that what they themselves have written
on a subject best realizes that purpose.”
Bernard-Carreno believes her students
have benefited from reading her book, as it is
“easier for students to make connections between the class, the topics and the readings.”
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Arts & Style
Sisti balances books and releases records
BY YAPHET MURPHY
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Claudia Sisti, Baruch student,
can tell you what it is like to release
an album.
In addition to studying finance
and investments at Baruch College,
Sisti is also a singer who released
her first album in 2008, during her
junior year. It’s a remarkable collection of songs, which spans five different languages.
Not since Sade has an album
of this kind been delivered so effortlessly — complete with a sultry voice backed up by mellifluous
choruses and a musical accompaniment with lots of international
pop flavor.
“Free Spirit,” the album’s title
song, was the first Sisti wrote for the
album.
“I wanted to record a song that
makes you feel free, go drive across
the country with the wind in the
hair, and simply do the things you
always wanted to do,” she said
about the track.
Other songs on her debut album include “Chli Aber Oho,” an
ode to her home country, Switzerland; “Sulle Scale,” a story based on
a poem written by her father of a
man and woman who keep passing
each other on a staircase; and “De
Liebe,” which advocates for holding
on to love in the face of darkness.
The album was recorded during
Baruch’s 2008 winter intercession.
The producer, Roger Fife, has also
worked with artists such as Ruby

Blue and Cindy Lauper.
“I knew what I wanted and he
was the first person I found on the
web. We tried one song, just to see
how it would go, and that song was
so amazing so we recorded nine
more and had the album,” said
Sisti.
A native of Bern, Switzerland,
Sisti came to New York City in the
late 1990s. “I love my country, it’s
a beautiful place, but I just needed
more opportunities,” she said.
According to the senior, who is
nearing completion of her finance
degree, one of the biggest of these
opportunities has been her ability
to pursue a career in private banking. “I’m happy that I chose this
major,” she said. “It’s going to open
the most doors for me, especially if
I open my own business, which I’ve
thought about doing.”
Sisti envisions the business being one that fuses fashion with
corporate entertainment and music because, as she says, “Music is
my passion. I’ll always be writing
songs. But I worked really hard for
my degree and I want to use it.”
Besides music, Sisti works as a
fit model for the fashion industry,
helping designers tailor measurements for their clothing. She is also
a professional cinematographer
who often collaborates with local
filmmaker Valerie Barnes on documentaries.
Her own work is showcased in
the music video she created for her
song “Free Spirit.” Shot in Super
8mm, it has a grainy, Charlie Chap-

Night Music enchants audiences
BY IVETTE OBANDO-ALVAREZ
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Steven Sondheim’s 1973 musical A Little Night Music, starring
Angela Lansbury and Catherine
Zeta-Jones, is back on Broadway,
The story, originally adapted from
the film Smiles of a Summer Night,
revolves around a woman trying
to balance her family, career and
personal life. With several love triangles, emotional twists and turns,
and personal dilemmas, the current production of the classic story
entertains audiences as it dramatically unfolds on stage.
The show is filled with many
different characters in the midst
of very twisted situations. There
is Frederik Egerman, who is recently married to the young Anne
Egerman, and his son Henrik, who
leads a life of utter confusion.
It is revealed that Frederick had
a past relationship with the stage
actress Desiree Armfeldt, who is
played by Zeta-Jones. At the time
the story opens, Desiree is in the
middle of a serious relationship
with Count Carl-Magnus Malcolm,
who is currently married to Countess Charlotte Malcolm.
These intertwined relationships
are the backbone and draw of the
production and the cast allows the
material to shine. Zeta-Jones plays
the multitasking mother, daughter and lover with charm and wit,
bringing class to the role. ZetaJones’ performance of the song
“Send in the Clowns” gives her
the standout number of the entire
show. Sung beautifully, the song
follows audiences long after they’ve
left the theater.
Lansbury, the legendary stage
veteran, plays Desiree’s mother,
Madame Armfeldt, with a comical sophistication, proving that age
is just a number when it comes to
talent. Together, the duo’s chem-

istry makes their performances
seem completely effortless, playing
mother and daughter so believably
that it’s hard to believe they have
only been on stage together for two
months.
The production only utilized a
small amount of props, sets and
costume changes, allowing the audience to focus more on the performances, plot and music. The songs
are gentle and have a consistent
fluidity throughout the show, giving the play a quiet and elegant atmosphere. There is not even much
dancing here, save for the typical
turn-of-the-century waltz.
A Little Night Music is a unique
show on Broadway right now, especially as so many theaters turn
to the rock ‘n roll musical. With
the potential of winning a Tony
Award for Best Musical, this show
is a must-see for all theater fans. It
is currently showing at the Walter
Kerr Theatre, located at 219 W. 48th
St.

lin-esque look and feel to it.
“I love the quality of Super 8mm
and this is a totally artsy music
video. With the video I wanted to
give people some movement to my
image, to give a greater sense of my
personality,” said Sisti.
The young singer/songwriter released her album without the help
of a label for a number of reasons.
“One, they’re not doing so well right
now. Two, I would have to work
according to their schedule. And
three, Sisti brokered a deal with CD
Baby, which hails itself as the largest online distributor of independent music. CD Baby presses, packages, sells and delivers her CD.
She acknowledges that having a label backing her would help
with marketing and promotion but
even without label help, two of the
songs, “Sugar Pie” and “Tu As Raison” (“You Are Right”), have been
featured on US Weekly’s Wedding
Channel. Two of her earlier songs
were used in the soundtrack to the
independent film Sidekick.
Sisti, who already holds a degree
in interior design from the Bern
School of Design, credits her husband, Hans Peter Godikson, with
encouraging her to come to Baruch
in 2006 and hails his support as a
driving force behind her musical
creativity.
“Hans has been extremely supportive of me,” said Sisti. “He’s very
proud of me. He tells everyone that
I get As, which is embarrassing.”
Sisti maintains that love is the
most important thing to her and

Baruch Student Claudia Sisti makes music when she’s not busy studying finance.
that it inspires many of the songs
on her album. Her main message
comes from the title song of her

album, which she says is an ode of
encouragement to “everyone, everywhere following [their] dreams.”

Dear John is a definite drag

COLLIDER.COM

BY CYNTHIA VIA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

MEDIASPOT.BROADWAY.COM

CHRISTOPHER KLUGE I SPECIAL TO THE TICKER

Dear John, the latest Nicholas
Sparks film adaptation, does not
live up to the expectations brought
about by past hits like A Walk to
Remember and The Notebook. This
film is a sleeper: the story of two
college students who fall in love
after only two weeks of dating and
subsequently spend a year sending
letters to each other.
While the movie attempts
to make love seem like a magical process instead of a realistic
one, its major failure lies in having
the characters fall in love in such
a short period of time without a
strong enough case for their relationship.
John, played by Channing Tatum, and Savanna, played by Amanda Seyfried, meet after John dives
into the ocean to retrieve Savanna’s
purse, which had fallen off a pier.

Both are quickly smitten with each
other and Savanna soon learns that
John is a Special Forces Army Sergeant, who will return to duty in
two weeks.
They promise to write each other for the next 12 months and their
love seems to grow with every letter. Their relationship hits a snag,
however, when John re-enlists after
the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks. Savanna is deeply saddened and, two
months after John’s second departure, makes a decision that changes
the course of their story.
Seyfried, with her big bulging
eyes and long blond hair, and Tatum, with his muscular physique
(often without the constraint of a
shirt), provide some decent eye
candy, but their sexual chemistry
is bland and doesn’t go far beyond
their good looks. At times, their romantic dialogue and the ensuing
drama are predictable and even
comical.

This movie could have worked if
the actors shared a strong chemistry, but neither seems to like each
other much, let alone love one another. Tatum’s acting is a one-note
performance — he wears a static
facial expression and his voice is
mostly monotone and without emotion. Seyfried tries to deliver her
lines more effectively but she plays
her role only on the surface, not
bothering to dig too deep.
The only intriguing scenes are
between Tatum and his father,
played by Richard Jenkins. The film
would have benefited greatly if this
relationship has been expanded
on, instead of merely concentrating
on the lackluster, trivial love affair
between John and Savanna.
The movie provides serene
scenes of a picturesque beach,
along with a string of acoustic
songs, but, with the mediocre cast
and plot, neither is enough to stir
the audience to romance.
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Alexander McQueen: 1969- 2010 City Bakery sells a delicious collection of treats
BY KERRI JAREMA
ARTS & STYLE EDITOR

British fashion powerhouse Alexander McQueen passed away
at 40, on Thursday, Feb. 11, amid
speculations that he committed
suicide.
McQueen, born Lee Alexander
McQueen, on March 17, 1969, to a
cab driver father and genealogist
mother, began his fashion career at
the tender age of 16, after dropping
out of school to take an apprenticeship at Gieves & Hawkes, a shop on
Savile Row, the shopping street in
Mayfair, London that is famous for
its traditional men’s tailoring.
According to VOGUE.com,
while McQueen was being trained
there, he embroidered a suit for
the Prince of Wales with the words
“I am a c—t” in the lining. This
early display of attitude in fashion
was indicative of his desire to be a
unique and powerfully visionary
force in the industry.
McQueen
was
discovered
straight out of grad school by the
late international style icon and
magazine editor, Isabella Blow,
when she purchased his entire
graduate collection.
The two became close friends
and stayed close until she took her
own life on May 6, 2007. Already
much has been said about the connection between these two fashion
heavyweights’ deaths.
Blow was said to have suffered
from extreme depression before
her death and there is currently
much specualtion that McQueen
was devastated over the recent
loss of his beloved mother. Despite
the reason for the fashion world’s
tragic loss, he will always be most
remembered for his innovative take
on design.
McQueen showed a dark leaning in his collections, becoming
famous for showing his clothes
on sickly looking models who appeared to be physically abused or
whose features were grotesquely

IMMACULATEINFATUATION.COM
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BY ASHLEY RUDDER
PRODUCTION ASSISTANT

altered.
Many of McQueen’s runway
shows have been memorable moments in fashion history— from his
October 1993 show with his models
walking with their middle fingers
in the air, some appearing to be
covered in blood and many wearing trousers that did not cover their
rears completely. It is said that these
“bumsters,” as McQueen dubbed
them, started the low-rise denim
trend that nearly every jeans maker
in the world has latched on to.
Another stand out was his fall
2009 Paris runway show, which
was proof of his enormous creativity, passion and willingness to push
the envelope, while staying current.
As his response to the recession, he
showed exggerated versions of his
past designs, on a runway strewn
with trash – suggesting that his own
fashions were in ruins.
By the time of his death McQueen had become a celebrated
avant-garde designer and celebrity
runway staple. His passing has sent
shockwaves throughout the industry, but his legacy as a risk-taker
will inspire generations of fashion
plates to come.

The City Bakery, best known for
its rich hot chocolate and delicious
pretzel croissants, has been providing customers with delicious baked
goods since the 1990s. Customers
eagerly line up for City Bakery’s
treats as well as their ever-popular
Annual Hot Chocolate Festival,
which showcases their new and
unique flavors of this beloved winter drink.
With its own unique take on
popular baked goods, this New
York City staple doesn’t allow itself
to be overshadowed by the countless sweet shops that continually
pop up all over the city.
The bakery feels like a large coffeehouse, with a friendly staff that
greets customers and brings desserts and food to their tables. Upon
entering, one is bombarded with
an appealing and colorful assortment of desserts that include pastries, muffins, cookies and loaded
loaves of bread that rest on beautifully crafted dessert plates.
The most noticeable thing however, is the sweet fragrant smell of
baked bread floating in the air along
with, of course, the tempting pot of
hot chocolate simmering away. The

Trend Review
BY KERRI JAREMA
ARTS & STYLE EDITOR

 Feminine frills are the
perfect accent to military
basics
The best fashion trends are often a study in contrasts and there
is nothing better to complement
the latest rough military trend than
frothy, girly ruffles.
Everything from dresses to shirts
and shorts are getting the crinkled
treatment, featuring tiers of lace,
ribbons, and pieced-together strips
of material.
A ruffled skirt or dress works
perfectly with the olive green military-inspired jacket, especially
when worn in white or light pink,
both popular hues for the springfriendly style. Try skinny slacks
with lace accents for a less frothy,
but still feminine feel.
Buy this style now and save it
until spring — the light colors and
materials won’t work with the current spate of wintry weather.

ABSINTHRILL.BLOGSPOT.COM

 Traditional hiking boots
make a comeback for the
last few weeks of winter

GQ.COM

Even though we’re in the midst
of the last six weeks of winter, the
icy weather and massive snowstorms don’t seem to be leaving us
anytime soon. Luckily, the newest
trend in men’s shoes is the Alpine
Hiking Boot.
Based on the authentic 1950s
Swiss ski-trail boots that were first
made popular by the American
footwear company Merrill, these

new versions are seen in heavy
black and brown leather, and feature grommets and hooks for thick
laces.
The boots create just the right
amount of an outdoorsy vibe with
jeans and a sweater or a plaid overcoat, but can also be worn with
wool slacks or khakis for slushy
morning commutes to work.
There are plenty of different
brands and styles of these boots to
satisfy every man’s style and price
range. Try classic American prep
standards like Land’s End, Timbaland, and Brooks Brothers for the
hottest versions.

bakery itself is well-heated, clean
and inviting, with seating both on
the main floor and a second floor
balcony.
Soft lighting provides a relaxed
atmosphere, and, in the morning hours, all that can be heard is
a smattering of light conversation
and the sounds of ordering and
serving food. Past midday, more
customers begin to flow into the
bakery, turning the relaxed and serene silence to a more colorful and
chatty atmosphere.
No trip to City Bakery is complete without tasting the hot chocolate. It is served in a lovely coffee
mug with a soft homemade marshmallow on top. There is only one
word needed to describe this divine
chocolate drink: delicious.
This hot chocolate has a sweet,
rich chocolate flavor with a subtle
hint of vanilla. What makes it stand
out the most is its creamy consistency and smooth chocolate syruplike texture. It will definitely satisfy
any chocolate lover’s sweet tooth.
Another stand out treat is the
pretzel croissant. It comes to customers soft and fresh from the
oven, resting on a piece of clear
parchment paper. At first glance,
this flaky pastry may resemble any
ordinary croissant but underneath

there is a wonderful soft doughy
center that takes this piece of bread
to another level.
City Bakery also has a chocolate
chip cookie that is very pleasing to
eye. Oval-shaped with embedded
chocolate chip morsels, one bite
is enough to know that this cookie
is a keeper. Immediately, the palate is introduced to a sweet taste of
melted chocolate that is balanced
nicely with a crispy exterior and
pleasantly doughy center.
For anyone who loves simply
made delicious treats or would like
to warm up with some extra-special
hot chocolate, go find the time to
take a walk down to City Bakery.
New hot chocolate flavors are sold
everyday during the festival, which
ends on Feb. 28.
Find out the flavor of the day
and more info at www.hotchocolatefestival.com.
Out of 5
Food: 
Service: 
Atmosphere: 
Price: $ (3-6)
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Science
Consumption of soda risky
BY ALEXEY KUSHNEROV
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

A recent study found that consuming two or more soft drinks per
week increases the risk of developing pancreatic cancer by nearly
twofold, compared to individuals
who have no soda intake in their
diets.
The study, which was conducted in Singapore, followed 60,524
men and women for 14 years. During that time, 140 pancreatic cancer
cases were diagnosed, according to
Cancer Epidemiology, Biomarkers
& Prevention, the journal in which
the study was published.
“The high levels of sugar in
soft drinks may be increasing the
level of insulin in the body, which
we think contributes to pancreatic cancer cell growth,” said Mark
Pereira, associate professor at the
University of Minnesota’s School of
Public Health, in the study.
Although it is a relatively rare
form of cancer, pancreatic cancer
remains one of the most deadly.
According to a study by Washington University School of Medicine,
only 5 percent of people who are diagnosed are alive five-years later.
While the study was conducted
in Singapore, Pereira said that its
results are still applicable in the
United States.
“Singapore is a wealthy country
with excellent healthcare. Favorite

SUN-SENTINEL.COM

The consumption of soda increases the risk of developing cancer, gout and obesity.
pastimes are eating and shopping,
so the findings should apply to other western countries” he said.
However, critics claim that there
are environmental differences between the two nations, including
pollution, diet and genetics.
“Although this study found a
risk, the finding was based on a
relatively small number of cases
and it remains unclear whether it
is a casual association or not,” said
Dr. Susan Mayne, who is an editorial board member for the journal.
“Soft drink consumption was associated with several other adverse
health behaviors such as smok-

ing and red meat intake, which we
can’t accurately account for.”
However, juices, another type of
drink that is high in sugar content,
did not increase the risk of developing pancreatic cancer. While more
data may be needed to confirm the
correlation between the consumption of soda and prevalence of pancreatic cancer, other studies have
shown that soda has adverse health
effects.
In 2008, consumption of soft
drinks sweetened with fructose
showed a strong association with
an increased risk of gout in men,
according to a study published by

the British Medical Journal. Gout is
a joint disease that causes extreme
pain and swelling, and is most common in men over 40.
While fruit juice that was also
high in fructose corn syrup increased the risk of gout in men,
researchers stressed that fruit juice
can prevent chronic disorders including: high blood pressure, coronary heart disease, stroke and some
types of cancer.
A 2007 study published in the
Journal of American Heart Association, found that having at least one
soft drink a day increased the risk
of having high triglyceride levels
— and therefore an increased risk
of heart disease — by 25 percent
as well as having lower HDL or
“good cholesterol” levels by 32 percent. Subjects were also 31 percent
more likely to becoming obese and
44 percent more likely to develop
metabolic syndrome, a group of
risk factors that increase the risks
for artery disease, stroke, and type
2 diabetes.
Children are also at risk. A Harvard University and Boston College study in 2001 concluded that
excess liquid calories led to caloric
imbalance and, eventually, obesity
in children. One extra soft drink a
day gave a child a 60 percent greater chance of becoming obese.
Other negative effects of soda
intake include caffeine dependence
and bone weakening.

Baruch professors study NYC harbors
BY HSI CHAN
SCIENCE EDITOR

Baruch professors Timothy
Hoellein and Chester Zarnoch had
one question: what role do oysters
play in the New York City’s ecosystem?
Their research, titled “Oyster
restoration and nitrogen cycling:
an ecosystem approach,” examines
how the restoration of oysters can
help increase water quality in Jamaica Bay. According to Hoellein,
who holds a doctorate in aquatic
ecology, the water quality issues in
Jamaica Bay are common in urban
estuaries like the N.Y. harbor.
“There are multiple waste water
treatment plants and combined
sewer overflows which, in addition
to runoff from streets and parking
lots, contribute to high levels of
nutrients in the water,” said Hoellein. “Excess nutrients cause lots
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Professor Hoellein and Zarnoch are looking at the oyster population in Jamaica Bay.
of algae to grow, which can cause
other problems for the aquatic environment.“
Nitrogen is one of the most
common and destructive pollutants. According to the International
Nitrogen Initiative, humans have
disrupted the nitrogen balance
and drastically increased re-active
forms of nitrogen into the environ-

ment. Organisms like algae bloom,
which can result in oxygen depletion from the water.
However, bivalves, which include oysters, can remove problematic algae by filter-feeding
particulate matter in the water.
Hoellein specializes in measuring
water quality and nutrient cycling
in response to human and environ-

mental change, while Zarnoch specializes in shellfish biology.
“In my last year of college, I
worked with the East Hampton
Shellfish Hatchery, which produced clams, oysters and scallops
to restock the local waters,” said
Zarnoch. “This work led to my research interest in shellfish biology,
aquaculture and restoration.”
Both Professor Hoellein and
Zarnoch are members of the Baruch
College Environmental Biology and
Sustainability Research Group (EBSRG), an organization that seeks to
demonstrate the biological significance, economic importance, and
ecological complexity of local and
global ecosystems.
Students who are interested in
the environmental sciences can
volunteer with the EBSRG or Baruch College’s Sustainability Task
Force.

Broadcasting video on Internet

BY STEVE GUTTBINDER
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

One of the most important
things that the Internet has done
for society is give users the power to
author their own content and publish it online. Now, more than ever,
people can use the power of video
to get their name and message out
to the public.
Video broadcasting is one of
the most popular technologies to
catch on with mainstream electronic users. With camera prices always dropping, and the adoption of
broadband almost complete across
the United States, users can record
something with a web cam or camera and send it to someone live.
Once a technology reserved only
for companies with large pockets,
video broadcasting is now available
to any person with access to the Internet for free.

USTREAM
USTREAM is one of the newest
players in the game. The site allows users to broadcast themselves
live online, in addition to archiving
their taped episodes. USTREAM
also provides a free video-editing
software (PC and Mac compatible)
that allows users to create a professional webcast, including: multiple
camera angles, transitions, screen
sharing, picture-in-picture, screen
file sharing and more. USTREAM,
which is free, also allows users to
accept questions about the broadcast via chat and incorporate social
media site such as Facebook and
Twitter.
Stickam
Stickam is another website that
focuses on live broadcasting and
chatting. Stickam makes it easy to
create a chat room of people following someone and gives them

the ability to ask questions for all to
see. This is a great tool for any type
of self-run interview that could
benefit from interactivity.
YouTube
Yo u Tu b e ,
one of the first
major players in
the game, allows
users to easily upload video
(both
userSTEVE GUTTBINDER
made and not)
and share them
with people around the world. Users can even embed their videos on
other websites. Recently, YouTube
also started allowing users to upload video of HD quality. YouTube
videos can also be viewed on many
mobile platforms including the
iPhone. However, there are some
limitations. Videos submitted to
Youtube must be less than 10 min-

utes in length and under two GB in
size.
Vimeo
In comparison to Youtube, Vimeo is a more specialized video site.
Known for its popularity amongst
artists and video producers, Vimeo
gives it’s users a bit more creative
control when it comes to displaying
their content online. They do not
allow allow users to upload videos
intended for commercial use and
require that the content posted be
user-created. Vimeo allows it’s users to do many of the same things
that YouTube does, including embedding and channel creations, but
also gives users more HD options.
Vimeo also offers a paid premium
account option that gives its users
more upload space per week, unlimited HD uploading and a fully
customizable video player.

Introducing
Google Buzz

TELEGRAPH.CO.UK

Google Buzz competes with networking
sites like Facebook and Twitter.
BY HSI CHAN
SCIENCE EDITOR

Just as Google once conquered
web searches with its search algorithm, PageRank, Google is now
attempting to conquer social networking with its newest product,
Google Buzz.

“Our goal is to make
Buzz a fully open and
distributed platform
for conversations.”
- Google Press Release

Google Buzz, unveiled last
Tuesday, is built into the company’s popular webmail client, Gmail.
Currently, first time users are
shown a walkthrough to add friends
on their Gmail contact list and add
sharing services. Not only can users
post status updates through Gmail,
users can also share photos from
Picasa, videos from YouTube, and
links to websites from Reader. Users can even utilize third-party services like Twitter.
“Our goal is to make Buzz a fully
open and distributed platform for
conversations,” stated a Google
press release. “We’re building on
a suite of open protocols to create
a complete read/write developer
API, and we invite developers to
join us on Google Code to see what
is available today and to learn more
about how to participate.”
Like the follow feature in Twitter, Buzz users can “follow” friends
to keep track of their status updates. Users can comment on these
updates within the Gmail accounts.
Users are given the option to share
items privately with their friends or
publicly with all users. However, in
a Google twist on social networking, power users who like using
keyboard shortcuts to access Gmail
can do the same in Google Buzz.
Google Buzz can also be found
on Google Maps for mobile devices. A recent update for Windows
Mobile, Symbian and Android devices allows users to post status updates that are geotagged. Users can
also access Google Buzz on their
phones at buzz.google.com.
However, some analysts argue
that Google’s efforts are not enough
to compete with the top three social
networking sites: Facebook, MySpace and Twitter. “While bringing relevance filtering to the noisy
social media world could prove a
significant advantage, this doesn’t
-- yet -- seem to be enough to pull
people away from the networks
they’ve already created elsewhere,”
wrote Forrester Research analyst
Augie Ray in a statement to Macworld.
With approximately 200 million
combined unique monthly visits
between the three social networking sites, Google Buzz faces a formidable challenge.
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Mens volleyball gunning “four” gold
BY MICHELE RUNKO
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

All the tough practices, the digs,
the dives, the blocks and the spikes
have all led up to the Baruch men’s
volleyball team moving up from no.
10 to no. 4 in the Division III American Volleyball Coaches Association
National rankings.
After beating the no. 2 UC Santa
Cruz in California on Jan. 30, and
then taking it back to the ast oast
with another big win at Division
I Harvard University, the Baruch
men’s volleyball team was voted
into the spot in the Division III
rankings.
This huge leap puts them up for
great standings for the seeding of
the 2010 playoff season.
“The first time we saw Santa
Cruz that Friday, was the first time
I had played with that starting lineup and we lost in five,” said head
coach Allison Stack. “But I was still
thrilled with that because they are
in the country and we finally had all
of our returning players.
“I had never even practiced a
day with that starting lineup,” Stack
continued. “So, we found that to be
a great practice opportunity and
now we get to beat them tomorrow;
and we did. I was very happy.”
Beating Santa Cruz, one out of
the two games played was a big deal
for the Bearcats, not only because
they beat a team ranked higher
than them in their home state, but
also since UC Santa Cruz’s head
coach, Jonah Carson, is on the
AVCA voting committee that determines who moves up and down in
the rankings.
Many individual players brought
their a-game in the win against UC
Santa Cruz, looking for payback for
the short-handed loss a day earlier.
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After defeating #2 UC Santa Cruz in San Diego and Div. I Harvard in Boston, Baruch has climbed their way up to no. 4 in the Div. III AVCA national rankings.
“Pablo Oliveira stepped it up
being a returning player and one
of our captains; he kind of lead the
group,” said Stack. “But, on the other hand, Ivan Andujar did just as
well as our starting setter. He did a
great job and made our hitters look
better as well.”
Stack said that Ivan looked over
Friday’s loss in the video the night

before the next game.
From there he realized what
he needed to work on. He then
switched up his offensive play for
the next day, “which was a direct
result in our win.”
The coach also pointed out Sequeil Sanchez's hard work offensively and defensively.
“Right away when we stepped

into the gym on Saturday we were a
different team, we were more confident,” said Stack “We didn’t have
‘Oh we came to California, playing
est oast jitters’ anymore.”
Looking back at such a great
win against a higher ranked group
of players gave the men’s volleyball team more assurance in themselves.

It represented how their overall
chemistry and game is coming together.
“It feels good but it’s going to
feel better if we win in the finals.
So, for me, this means nothing right
now being seeded ,” said Sanchez,
the Bearcats starting outside hitter.
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Baruch dives into the history books
BY LILLIAN RIZZO
MANAGING EDITOR

The men’s and women’s swimming teams glided into Baruch history last weekend when they both
won the CUNY Athletic Conference
Championship at the three-day
conference finals hosted by Lehman College.
Not only did the two teams walk
away with first place trophies, but
coach Charles Lampasso also received Coach of the Year for both
women’s and men’s. Rookie of the
Year was won by two Bearcats.
“Winning the men’s swimming
CUNY championship for the first
time in Baruch history is an unforgettable experience,” said freshman
Ryan Flynn. “I was really happy for
the seniors who [had] watched Lehman win the past four years and
[were] finally [able to] bring home
the first place trophy.”
Flynn described the moment
the winners were announced at the
conference as “amazing,” and feels
“blessed to start off his swimming
career with a CUNY Athletic Conference victory.” He placed second
in the 200 backstroke and 800 freestyle relay.
However, winning the three-day
competition was not all glory. By
the third day, Lampasso said the
swimmers pushed through their
exhaustion to continue cheering
on their teammates and supporting
each other.
“Team unity played a big part
with training and at the meet,” said
Lampasso.
The coach says the bond the
team has formed came along with
training. It was not something they
initially hit the pool, but ended
their CUNY season with.
“Placing third in the 1650 was
one of the most painful swims I've
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For the first time in Baruch history, the Men’s and Women’s swimming teams both won first place at the CUNYAC championships.
ever endured but it was rewarding
to score for my team,” said Patrick
Campbell in an email.” The coach
said the key to the teams' victory is
their “core part.” These are the people who come in third, fourth and
fifth place.
“We enjoy being champions
but we loved the process we went

through together (4 practices a day,
6 days a week),” said captain Jessica
Penaherrera in an email. “Coach
Lampasso, along with assistant
coaches Angie Piguave and Brian
Ramirez, made our goal a reality!”
Penaherrera placed first in the
1650 freestyle and 200 butterfly
where she made the CUNYAC record and won the women's final
MVP. While she was happy with

these results they were not the most
outstanding points of the competition for her. “As a captain and senior, my goal this year was to leave
a legacy.”
While the women's team fell to
second place the past four years,
this season they broke multiple
records for CUNYAC, Baruch and
Baruch freshman records. Alyssa
Lubrino walked away with Rookie

of the Year after placing first in the
400 freestyle relay and making both
the CUNYAC and Baruch record
books. The freshman was extremely
excited when winning the award.
“Especially since Kenny Kim
won it for the boys as well, it shows
how strong both teams are becoming and how strong they will continue to be next year,” she said in an
email.
Kim placed second in the 100
freestyle, breaking school and
freshman records. “Winning Rookie of the Year is an honor, and it's
great and all, but winning as a team
is more rewarding.”
Lampasso was confident in his
teams throughout the season. “I
knew midway through the season
we had a shot with women’s,” he
said. “Men’s was more of a surprise
but after Lehman we kind of knew
and everything came into place.”
The coach credits the amount
of recruits that stuck with the team
to their success as well. According
to him, most usually leave after the
tough six-day-a-week practices and
extra workouts.
However, Lampasso reminds us
that the season is not over. They still
have to compete in the Metro Conference at Rutgers Feb. 18-21 and
in the ECAC Open Feb. 25-28. Five
swimmers from the men's team
have already qualified for ECAC:
Kenny Kim, Kevin Kim, Ryan Flynn
and Boris Zhabinski. Lampasso
says the team was right back in the
water Monday, practicing as if they
hadn't brought home a trophy from
CUNYAC. The team will finally get
some rest after ECAC until practices begin again March 1.
“We're around each other so
much it is kind of like a family,”
said Lampasso. “Sometimes it is
dysfunctional, but we work hard
together.”
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Sean Payton’s tough road to glory started from humble beginnings
With the Saints down, 10-6, coming out of
halftime, their head coach made a decision
that shocked the football world to its very
core. Sean Payton called an onside kick, the
first before the fourth quarter in Super Bowl
history, a decision that would swing the momentum in New Orleans’ favor, changing the
game, and NFL history, forever.
Most people could only stare at the television screen with their mouths open in
amazement, but for those who knew the history of Payton, and the path he took in order
to be in the position to make the call, this aggressive decision came as no surprise.
Payton’s coaching career started in 1988,
at only 24-years-old, when the then-starting
quarterback for the Leicester Panthers of
the UK Budweiser National League, a semiprofessional football team in England, found
out about an opening for an assistant coaching job at San Diego State University.
Despite being told repeatedly that they
were not interested, Payton persisted, calling four nights in a row until he was finally
granted an interview.
“I finally don’t know what struck me his sincerity, his perseverance,” said Steve
Devine in the New York Daily News, who was
then in charge of hiring a graduate assistant
coach and is now a scout for the New York
Giants.
After landing in Chicago, driving a broken down car to San Diego and showing up
on Devine’s doorstep, Payton’s drive and ag-

gressiveness landed him his first coaching Fassel, in which Payton was relieved of his
play calling duties because of a 3-4 start to
job as the Aztecs’ offensive assistant.
“The thing everyone talks about with the 2002 season, led to Payton’s departure,
great leaders is they have to have great pas- only to land with Big Blue enemy number
sion. That came across with Sean right away,” one, the Dallas Cowboys as the assistant
head coach and quarterback’s
said Devine in the Daily News.
coach under another former Giant
Payton quickly gained a repucoach, Bill Parcells.
tation of having a gifted offensive
Under the hall-of-fame coach,
mind, something he would take
Payton excelled.
with him to Indiana State, Mi“There’s only a handful of Hall of
ami University, and Illinois from
Fame coaches, and you’re fortunate
1988-1996, before landing his first
as a young coach to work with one,”
NFL job as Eagles’ quarterbacks’
said Payton in Silicon Valley Mercucoach in 1997.
ry News, who still keeps hand writUnder Payton’s guidance, a
TIM PETROPOULOS
ten notes that Parcells gave him in
below average quarterback core
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their first meeting and looks at them
of Ty Detmer, Bobby Hoying, and
from time-to-time.
Rodney Peete, finished with a
Because of his offensive prowess and his
combined 3647 yards, 22 touchdowns and
16 interceptions; highly respectable num- association with Parcells, Payton became a
bers, especially considering that no quarter- hot commodity on the head coaching marback on the roster started more then seven ket but was rejected by teams like the Packers and Raiders.
games.
When the Saints came calling, they were
After another year with Philadelphia, the
Giants hired Payton to the same position in still reeling from the effects of Hurricane Ka1999 and promoted him to offensive coordi- trina and had a murky future.
Any sane person would have turned it
nator in 2000, where he would lead QB Kerry
Collins’ resurgence and help the Giants down, but Payton saw an opportunity to lead
a team out of destruction and his aggressive
reach the Super Bowl.
During his time with the Giants, Collins nature couldn’t let this opportunity pass him
had three of his best four season’s as a pro, by.
“It’s hard to look at their talent now
passing for 3610, 3764, and 4073 yards becompared to their record with all of the cirtween 2000 and 2002.
A dispute with Giants’ head coach Jim cumstances and things that they’ve gone

through,” said Payton to ESPN when he was
hired in 2006. “It’s a team that’s certainly
shown that they can be competitive and I
would look forward to that challenge.”
Payton would go on to become the youngest coach in history, 43, to win the NFL’s Coach
of the Year honors and lead to a resurgence
in a rebuilding city, all the way up until a call
at half time that was 22 years in the making.
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Bearcats dominate Battle of Lex
 Men run past

 Women de-

Yellow Jackets

feat City Tech

BY TIMOTHY PETROPOULOS

BY SPENCE PACKER

SPORTS EDITOR

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The Bearcats defended their
home court Thursday night when
they turned the “Battle of Lexington” into the massacre of City Tech,
defeating the Yellow Jackets 85-50
in the last home game of the season.
In front of 1200 screaming fans,
junior Lionel Hilaire lead the way
with 17 points and senior George
Kunkel ripped down 15 rebounds
(five offensive) on a day when he
was honored at half time with an
honorary 1,000th-rebound basketball to commemorate his place in
Baruch history at the only player to
eclipse the mark.
The men’s basketball team came
out firing against the 2-3 zone of
City Tech to open the game, hitting
their first four three-pointers in a
row, doubling up the Yellow Jackets score, 16-8 half way through the
first half.
“I am confident that this team
can do anything,” said junior Sean
Loftus. “When we get out to a lead
like we did we are not going to let
up. We are going to score and we
are going to beat you, that’s just
how it works.”
But Baruch hit a cold streak after
that and City Tech took full advantage, going on a 15-6 run to take a
one-point lead, 23-22, with 6:43 left
in the half when head coach Ray
Rankis called a time out.
Coming out of the timeout, Baruch turned the tide again when
sophomore Chris Beauchamp
(13 points) got hot, scoring eight
straight points including two shots
from beyond the arc, instigating a
19-4 run to close out the half.
“I think we were a little too
amped from the crowd,” said
sophomore Mickey Abbatiello (13
points). “The time out really settled
us down, we got into our offense
and we hit our shots.”
It was more of the same at the
start of the second half. Kunkel set
the tone, starting the period with a
tough layup, Hilaire hit two threepointers (5-of-8 from three in the
game) making the score 55-32 and
the defense held the Yellow Jackets
to 28 percent shooting, essentially
sealing the win for Baruch.
“[Winning the Battle of Lexington] is the best, it’s the best crowd
we have all year,” said Loftus.
“The fans really came out and
supported us, all year long we have
had the best crowds,” said Farid.
“It’s a big time win for us.”
Every Bearcat that was suited up
to play saw time in the game, and
all 12 players scored at least one
point.
“These guys come to practice
everyday and bust their rear ends
for us,” said Rankis. “And it wasn’t
as if it was garbage time either, we
ran [our plays].”
Junior Tammer Farid (five
points) also had a milestone day,
cementing his place in Baruch history by scoring his 1000th career
point.
“Since the first day I got here I
said that I would like to be on that
banner [that displays the 1000
point scorers],” said Farid. “It’s a
great accomplishment […] I’m glad
I accomplished it.”
The Bearcats have one game left,
at Lehman, before they head to the
CUNY Athletic Conference championships.
“Everyone is playing really good
together, it was a nice win in front
of a nice crowd ” said Abbatiello.
“Now we have to take that momentum and take it to Lehman, take it
to the CUNYAC’s and hopefully win
a championship.”

Hundreds of fans poured into
Baruch’s ARC Arena, braving the
snow that had fallen the night before, to watch the Women’s basketball team squash City Tech, 79-64,
on Thursday night. The women’s
team began one of the most schoolspirited nights of the year for Baruch on a high note, preparing the
crowd for another success to come
when the men’s team completed
the sweep of the Yellow Jackets later in the evening.
The atmosphere was charged
with screaming, body painted fans
rooting on their team.
“Tonight was about the people
in the stands not about the game.”
It’s about making sure everyone
enjoys this day that comes around
once a year,” said coach Machli Joseph. “But what stood out tonight
was the environment, more exciting than the game was the school
pride and spirit, seeing students
coming out and enjoying the game,
smiling and cheering.”
Before the game, the team seniors, Kalea Davis and Christina
Kelly were honored. It would be the
last home game they would play as
Bearcats.
The game opened with Megan
Bouwens making a layup and didn’t
stop. The Bearcats accumulating
points seemed to be a trend that
continued throughout the game.
After 10 minutes of domination
the score was 24-6 in the Bearcats
favor. By half time the score was a
ludicrous 48-14.
“I had a lot of fun that half, [I
was] enjoying my last home game,”
said Davis at half time.
“Ditto,” said Kelly, agreeing
with Davis. “The energy is crazy, it
pumps us up.”
During the second half the Lady
Bearcats’ lead extended to over 40
points.
The Bearcats averaged about
53 percent from the field over the
course of the game, in contrast to
the Yellow Jackets’ lowly 28 percent.
They made about 56 percent of
their three-pointers only 38 percent of their free throws, due to the
high discrepancy in points. Freshman Kristin Sells netted five threepointers
Bouwens led the team in scoring with 20 points, while Sierk led
in assists with nine. Coward led the
team in blocks with two rejections.
“Honestly, you can’t read into
the score of tonight’s game because
City Tech didn’t have the talent we
have.” Said Joseph. “What you saw
was us playing hard, with discipline
and consistency.”
“The fans got us excited, especially in the first half, it brought a
lot of energy. I think our individual
game was good but we didn’t always play together as a team” said
Coward after the game.
The game was pre-empted with
a loss of a key player. In the previous game Monique Salmon had injured her ankle.
“We wanted the opportunity to
rest her and see how we’re doing
without her,” said Joseph. “What
would our chemistry be like without our star point guard? We lost
our backup point guard earlier in
the season to a torn ACL, weíre
playing point guard by committee,
it has been a team effort to get the
ball forward.”
Even with the loss, the Bearcats
still dominated from the opening
tip to the final whistle, leaving the
big crowd happy.
“We forced them to play to our
level and they couldn’t,” said Joseph
about the Battle’s first blowout.
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The Men’s and Women’s swim teams both took home first place in the CUNYAC championships, the first time in Baruch history that either team won. PAGE 22

